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Water pump Audi / VAG 65485GS
Manufacturer:			

VW, Audi, Skoda

Models:
Audi:			
VW:			
Skoda:			

A4, A5, A6
Golf VII
Skoda Octavia, Seat Leon

Engines:			

EA888, Generation 2

Item number:			

65485GS

OE number:			
			
			

06L 121 111 G thermal 		
management module + 		
06L121005A water pump

Following the trend for innovative water pump solutions, Ruville has now added the thermal management module to its program.
The TMM 65485GS regulates all cooling circuits in
the car fully automatically, thereby ensuring the
right ambient temperature for the sensitive parts.
As a result, the passenger space inside the vehicle
is brought to the required temperature very quickly
in contrast to conventional systems. The TMM is
supplied with the screw that needs to be replaced
and the drive belt.
IMPORTANT NOTE!
Do not reuse the screw from the balance shaft.
Always observe the tightening torque of the
attachment screws!
The screw on the balance shaft has a left-hand
thread!
Due to the fact that the water pump is fitted in
the timing drive, we recommend replacing the
water pump and coolant when replacing the
timing belt.
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Please refer to the usual media, e.g. TECDOC, online catalogue
etc., for the precise vehicle assignment.
INFORMATION
Corresponding spare parts can be found in our online catalogue at www.ruville.de. Where reference is made to the spare
parts numbers of the vehicle manufacturers, this is only for the
purposes of comparison.

Please observe the vehicle manufacturer specifications!
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